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Abstract –Social networks are formed from interactions of peoples. Measuring the degree of those relationships requires
interpreting connectivity of vertices and extracting information from it. Generally individuals form smaller sub-communities in
those networks. Identifying those communities by determining sizes of cliques is a challenge and there are numerous solutions
in the literature for this problem. In this study we reviewed Girvan-Newman community detection algorithm and applied it on
a real life social network obtained from Twitter data. Friendship relations of students of four different universities were used to
form the network. A connected graph is generated from this data set in which the students are represented as vertices and
followership relations of the students formed the edges of the graph. Since those universities are geographically close to each
other, the graph consisted of different link connections among those four clusters. Then community clusters were detected in
this connected graph by using Girvan-Newman community detection algorithm.
Keywords –Community detection, Girvan-Newman, data mining, Twitter, social media, social network, clustering
I. INTRODUCTION
Social media affects many people from many aspects in our
daily life. Message, image, audio, video and other forms
sharing occupies a great deal of our time. Starting from short
message sharing (SMS) facilities of mobile phones, today
social media reached to gigantic dimensions by Facebook,
Twitter, Google Plus, LinkedIn and many other online
platforms’ emergence. For example only Twitter1 has more
than 300 million active users and more than 500 million text
messages (a.k.a. tweet) are shared on this platform daily.
Those online platforms paved the way of new social
relations. New terminologies like throwing like, tweeting and
being Facebook friends entered to languages. The activity of
social media attract researchers as well. Thanks to them,
today we can have thousands of online friends. However
Dunbar [1] states that cognitive capabilities of individuals
should limit the real size of their network. A normal person is
capable having at most 150 friends to interact regularly to
sustain a healthy relation. This threshold is known as Dunbar
number.
Many aspects of social media create interesting study areas
such as credibility of messages, community structures,
security, natural language processing and etc. Social
networks may consist of variable number of cliques. In graph
theory, clique term is used to describe a fully-connected
subgraph. We usually observe strongly connected partitions
even though they are not fully connected. Community
detection techniques focus on identifying those partitions.
In this study, we collected Twitter data and examined
Girvan-Newman community detection algorithm. Creating a
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data set from Twitter users who are also students of four
Turkish universities, we examined the success of the
algorithm on the data set. Although there are many
community detection algorithms in the literature, we selected
Girvan-Newman algorithm to implement due its intuitive
nature.
Community detection algorithms in the literature generally
use famous former data sets such as Zachary’s Karate Club or
Enron email network. Differently, we created a new data set
from Gaziosmanpaşa, Sinop, Canik Başarı and Cumhuriyet
Universities’ students’ Twitter accounts. The data set is used
to create a graph G = (V, E) where students are represented
by the vertices (V) and Twitter followership relations of the
students are represented as edges (E).
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
We used Java to construct data set and then Gephi2 and
Python for graph analysis. Data gathering process, graph
construction and Girvan-Newman method will be explained
in this section in detail.
A. Data Gathering& Graph Construction
Gaziosmanpaşa, Sinop, Canik Başarı and Cumhuriyet
Universities has official Twitter accounts. Those accounts are
generally followed by their students for both academic and
cultural purposes. Those accounts are respectively followed
by 4080, 1492, 1619 and 3381 (totally 10572) Twitter
users3even though their total number of students are far more
2
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than these numbers4. In order to make community detection
analysis, we mixed those users together. The universities,
their Twitter account names and locations are shown in Table
1.
Table 1. Universities, their official Twitter account and their location

University
Gaziosmanpaşa
Sinop
Canik Başarı
Cumhuriyet

Twitter Account
@GaziosmanpasauN
@sinopuniversity
@basariuni
@cumunivkurumsal

Location
Tokat
Sinop
Samsun
Sivas

We crawled data from Twitter by using Twitter4j API5. By
querying the twitter account names of the universities we
reached to the followers of them which are called users. Then
we collect information of each user unless his/her account is
blocked. The obtained data consists of unique user id,
follower list, description, name, location, favourite count and
total number of Twitter statuses. In this phase of the study we
queried all followers of each university however blocked
accounts are prohibited from accession. Due to the
disabilities, we constructed our data set from 1412 different
users.
A connected graph is constructed from the data set in
which users are represented as vertices and followership
relation between users are represented as undirected and
unweighted edges. Simply the users following each other are
linked by edges. The finally constructed graph consisted of
4424 edges. Average connection per node appeared to be
3.13 which is quite smaller than Dunbar number[1]
unfortunately. Having average connection as small as 3.13,
the graph consisted of small clusters instead of four large
clusters representing the universities.
Moreover since the universities are geographically close to
each other, students are likely to be familiar socially. This
fact caused intra-cluster links in the graph. By using Gephi
tool and algorithm [2], we calculated modularity classes of
the nodes. Then visualized it by using Force Atlas algorithm
as depicted in Figure 1. As it can be seen in the picture the
best modularity score is obtained with cluster number greater
than four.

B. Girvan-Newman Algorithm
Girvan-Newman algorithm is well known community
detection method [3], [4]. The method aims to divide the
graph into smaller ones by eliminating the edges between
separable clusters. The clustering performance is measured
by modularity (Q) in this method. Modularity [5], [6] is a
metric used to measure division quality of a graph which is
formulized below.
Q=∑(

−

=∑ (

)
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(1)
(2)

In the Equation 1, e is an n by n matrix where n is number
of partitions. Its elements eij are fraction of edges that starts at
cluster i and ends at cluster j. On the other hand, in Equation
2, ai is sum of the columns in the matrix e.
Modularity of communities take a value in the range of [0,
1]. A randomly connected graph would have a modularity
close to 0. On the other side modularity value of 1 indicates
strong inter-community connections. Generally a modularity
value in the range of [0.3, 0.7] is expected for natural
communities [7].
The separation of clusters is based on betweenness values
of edges. Betweenness [8] of an edge is defined as the
number of shortest paths in the graph which goes through the
edge. Girvan-Newman algorithm firstly finds the edges with
highest edge betweennes and removes them at each iteration.
Algorithm recalculates the edge betweennes to update since
the graph structure changes after removal of an edge.
Removal of edges arises clique partitions as iterations
continue. Like all hierarchical algorithms, community
partitions can be described as a dendrogram. The algorithm
calculates the modularity values of different partitioning
results and finally offer a partitioning version as solution
which has the greatest modularity.
To sum up, Girvan-Newman algorithm is simple, intuitive
and successful for community detection problem however it
has running time disadvantage. When we consider that it
requires to find shortest paths between each pair of nodes, its
worst running time complexity would be O(EV2(V+ E logV) )
where V is the number of vertices and E is the number of
edges. O(V+E logV) is the complexity of well-known
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm with min-priority queue.
All pair combinationscan be calculated with Equation 3.
C

Fig. 1 Gephi based visualization of the graph by using Force Atlas layout
algorithm. Clusters are coloured differently.

)

2

=

( −1)
2

(3)

Since we need to find the shortest paths between each node
pairs, there would be O(V2) shortest path calculations. This
procedure would be followed during iterations and in its
worst case there would be E iterations. Finally when we
multiply them, we can estimate Girvan-Newman algorithm’s
worst case complexity as O(E* V2 * (V+ E * logV) )which is
very impractical for big graphs.
C. Obtaining Final Clusters
We aimed to separate the students of the four university
from each other. Our preliminary expectation was to obtain
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four clusters. However Girvan-Newman algorithm did not
give best modularity score for 4 partitions. As it can be seen
in Table 2, best total modularity score is obtained with 17
partitions. Depending on the highest probability density value
of universities, we combined those 17 partitions into 4
clusters.
Max { PDF(Ui,Cj) =

for i=1,2,3 and 4 }

(4)

Pdf value of each university Ui is calculated for each
cluster Cj by dividing number of students belonging to U i
(NUi) by total number of students in the cluster (NTotal) in
Equation 4. Then clusters are mixed into 4 larger clusters
having greatest university pdf.
Purity and entropy values of the mixed clusters are
compared with corresponding values of 4 partition GirvanNewman results in the next section.

III. RELATED WORKS
In 1967 Milgram conducted [9] an experiment to analyse
how people are linked to each other. This research put
forward the famous “six degrees of separation” theorem and
is accepted as the origin of the contemporary social network
analysis [10]. Social networks have been studied by many
disciplines including economics, sociology, psychology,
computer science and etc. There are studies like [10], [11]
and [12] that investigate criminal possibilities on social
networks and predict counter-terrorism precautions to sustain
security.
Observations [13], [14] and [15] of higher clustering
coefficients and lower average shortest paths than randomly
generated graphs introduced a new phenomenon known as
“small world property”. Many daily life systems can be seen
in the form of networks such as acquaintance, collaboration
and friendship networks. Many researcher focused on
clustering those networks as well. If a network is capable of
being divided into communities then its graph representation
can be decomposed into non overlapping vertices sets as
well.
There are both agglomerative and divisive hierarchical
clustering solutions for this problem [17]. [16] is an example
of agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm while
Girvan-Newman algorithm [3], [4] is a divisive hierarchical
clustering technique.
Girvan-Newman method is intuitively plain and simple to
comprehend, also it is well-known in the literature [17]. It is
based on removing the edges which are most commonly used
between vertices. A graph containing numerous communities
would inevitably have inter-community edges that are most
frequent shortest paths. Iteratively removing them surfaces
those communities.
In an another study [18], metaheuristic optimization
methods, namely original Bat Algorithm (BA), Gravitational
Search Algorithm (GSA), modified Big Bang–Big Crunch
algorithm (BB-BC), improved Bat Algorithm based on the
Differential Evolutionary algorithm (BADE), effective
Hyperheuristic Differential Search Algorithm (HDSA) and
Scatter Search algorithm based on the Genetic Algorithm
(SSGA) are used to detect communities and their
performances are compared.
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IV. RESULTS
The best modularity score of Girvan-Newman method is
obtained from 17 partitions as it is shown in Table 2.
Purity of clusters are measured according to Equation 5
where is ground truth class j and � is cluster i. The purity
results are shown in Table 3.Entropy values of the clusters
are calculated according to Equation 6. Those results are
shown in Table 4. Figure 2 shows the bar chart representation
of Table 3 and Figure 3 displays the content of Table 4 in bar
chart format as well.
In the tables below, Gaziosmanpaşa, Sinop, Canik Başarı
and Cumhuriyet Universities’ clusters are indexed as 1, 2, 3
and 4 respectively.

Purity =
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Table 2. Girvan-Newman modularity results for different partitions. Best
modularity score line is written bold.

Number of
partitions
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
1412

Total Modularity
0.027732
0.057407
0.075885
0.269851
0.491687
0.505041
0.519332
0.582215
0.634451
0.636144
0.636580
0.637348
0.636444
0.641735
0.642758
0.659686
0.655432
0.653654
0.653778
0.652803
0.652771
0.650340
0.649382
0.643628
0.012532
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Table 3. Purity scores of partitioning

Ci
1
2
3
4

Mixed
Clusters
0.935
0.765
0.538
0.987

Mixed Clusters

Raw
Partitioning
0.277
0.100
0.01
0.01

Raw Partitioning

This uplift is measured in other aspects of clustering
performance as well.
As it can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 4, better purity
values are obtained for mixed clusters. Final purity of mixed
clusters is 0.806 while it is 0.099 for raw partitioning. The
increase of the purity is appeared to be 700%. It is also seen
that all of the clusters of are purer than raw partitions.
Moreover entropy values of mixed clusters technique are
smaller than raw partitioning as it can be seen in Table 4 and
Figure 3. Lower entropy observation indicates that those
clusters are less dispersed. On the other hand raw partitions
have higher entropy indicating their more scattered cluster
structure. Average entropy value of mixed clusters is
measured as 0.522 whereas raw partitions’ average entropy
value is calculated as 3.010.
VI. CONCLUSION
To sum up, our study showed that Girvan-Newman
algorithm yielded better clustering results as modularity score
of partitions increase. Even though our data set is created
from four clusters, the internal structure of the graph did not
permit its division into four partitions efficiently. Being a real
world network representing social relations of the university
students, its structure is not exactly predictable.
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